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Audience

Course duration

Pre-requsites

ITIL is recognised internationally as the best practice approach to IT 
Service Management aligning the provision of IT Services with the needs of the 
business. It is used globally by thousands of organisations throughout the private and 
public sectors to improve the way in which they implement and manage IT Services. 

ITIL 2016 Practitioner certification offers practical guidance on how to adopt and adapt 
the ITIL framework to support your business objectives. 

Why iDevelop training?

› Expert trainers and fully accredited courses
› Interactive training materials ensure a hands-on approach for all delegates
› Small class sizes - typically less than ten delegates

› Practical skills to drive service
improvement initiatives

› Learn skills and techniques
focused on improving 
organisational, change 
management, communication
and measurements and metrics

› Learn how to leverage good 
practices from other 
philosophies, methodologies 
and frameworks
outside of the ITIL core

› Provides employees with the skills
to identify and deliver service 
improvements in line with the        
business goals

› Staff will learn 3 critical 
competencies ITIL Practitioner is a
long-term investment in the team’s
professional development

Benefits to the individual Benefits to the business

IT managers and staff

Project managers

User managers

Other team members 
involved in IT service 
management

Those who already achieved 
the ITIL Foundation 
certification 

Two days

The exam is normally taken 
online after the course on a 
date and time that suits the 
delegate.

Delegates wishing to take 
the examination must have 
previously passed the ITIL 
Foundation Examination.



Exam details

A one hour 45 minutes exam 
is taken on day three of the 
course. 

There are 40 questions in 
total and each question is 
worth 1 mark.

This is an open book exam. 
The ITIL Practitioner 
Guidance publication is 
allowed for reference during 
the examination.

Course outline:

› Focuses on 9 guiding principals
› Draws on the lifecycle stage - CSI

Column 1 Heading
› Apply the concept of ‘adopt and

adapt’
› Use the CSI Approach tools and

techniques succesfully

Column 2 Heading
› Analyze the importance of each

element of a service
› Apply the CSI Approach to a given

context

Column 3 Heading
› Apply the ITSM guidance 

principles

Column 4 Heading
› Describe the purpose and main

outputs of each step of the CSI
Approach

Course content 
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